Tuesday, 17 May 2011
08:50: Arrive at Portland International Airport (Portland, Oregon, USA)
• Meet and greet at the airport - Nancy Cheng, Joseph Hunter and Raymond Cheng
10:00: Check in at Hotel Deluxe, 729 SW 15th, (866) 986-8085
10:30: Tour of Downtown Portland and the Pearl District.
11:30 — Dim Sum lunch at Ocean City, 3016 SE 82nd, (503) 771-2299
13:00: Tram to south waterfront at OHSU
13:30: Tour of south waterfront – Mirabella, 3550 SW Bond Ave., OHSU Health and Wellness Center and Waterfront Park
15:00 Tour of ZGF Building, Peter van der Meulen and Jan Wilemse, translator Bonnie Tsang.
15:45 — Break at Hotel Deluxe
16:30: Tour of UO White Stag Block and discussion between Shanghai Xian Dai's and UO researchers on research/collaboration ideas
• Hal Ayotte of FFA
• Jason Stenson of Energy Studies in Building Lab
• Nancy Cheng, Hajo Neis, Gerald Gast, James Pettinari and Lloyd Lindley of UO Architecture
17:40: Break & Lecture Preparation
18:00: Public Presentation/Lecture on 'World Expo 2011' by Shanghai Xian Dai's Mr. Jun Li, Turnbull Open Space, White Stag Block Level 3R
20:00 — Dinner with faculty, students & alumni professionals at Wong's King, 8733 SE Division St.

Wednesday, 18 May 2011
09:00 — Pick-up at hotel lobby, transportation to UO Eugene campus
10:00 Half hour shopping at Woodburn Company Stores
12:00 Welcome in UO Research Lab, 204 Pacific Hall with Ihab Elzeyadi and Nico Larco, UO Architecture
12:15 — Lunch discussion between Shanghai Xian Dai's and UO researchers on research/collaboration ideas, 286 Lawrence Hall.
14:45 Meeting/signing ceremony with UO Office of International Affairs (IA) and Vice-Provost for IA Dr. Denis Simon in 330 Oregon Hall
15:15: Check-in at Excelsior Inn, 754 East 13th Avenue, tel 800.321.6963
16:15: Meet Fred Tepfer, UO Project Planning Manager, 541-343-7178 & & Yin Yu, Interior Architecture student translator at Wilcox Hearth, 268 Lawrence
17:10 — Break & Lecture Preparation
17:30: Public Presentation/Lecture on 'World Expo 2011' by Shanghai Xian Dai's Mr. Jun Li in 206 Lawrence Hall
19:30 — Dinner with faculty, students and professionals at Excelsior Inn

Thursday, 19 May 2011
6:00AM — UO representative to provide transportation to Eugene Airport
CONTACT INFORMATION

Hosts
- Raymond Cheng, FFA, RCheng@ffadesign.com, (503) 880-3562
- Nancy Cheng, UO Architecture, nywc@uoregon.edu, (541) 556-4590
- Joseph Hunter, UO AAA, jlhunter@uoregon.edu, (541) 349-8829

Portland Translators
- Chengbei Zhang, M.Arch. student, asukacute@gmail.com, (503) 891-9231
- Bonnie Tsang, B.Arch. student, btsang@uoregon.edu, (612) 868-0501

Portland White Stag Tour & Research Discussion
- Hal Ayotte, FFA, HAyotte@ffadesign.com
- Jason Stenson, Energy Studies in Buildings Lab, jstenson@uoregon.edu
- Hajo Neis, UO Architecture, hajoneis@uoregon.edu
- Gerry Gast, UO Architecture, ggast@uoregon.edu
- Lloyd Lindley, UO Architecture, lloydlimdley@dsl-only.net
- James Pettinari, UO Architecture, jamesp@uoregon.edu

Additional Dinner Attendees
- Troy Ainsworth, FFA, tainsworth@ffadesign.com
- Brian Fleener, MulvannyG2, Brian.Fleener@MulvannyG2.com
- Eric Hoff, Western Architectural, eric@westernarchitectural.com
- Hajo Neis, UO Architecture, hajoneis@uoregon.edu
- Gerry Gast, UO Architecture, ggast@uoregon.edu
- Lloyd Lindley, UO Architecture, lloydlimdley@dsl-only.net
- Perry Wold, '10 UO student intern, pwold@uoregon.edu
- Meagan Dickemann, '11 UO student intern, dickemnl@gmail.com

Eugene Research Lunch Attendees
- Ihab Elzeyadi, Architecture, ihab@uoregon.edu
- Nico Larco, Architecture & Sustainable Cities Initiative, nlarco@uoregon.edu
- Brook Muller, Architecture, bmuller@uoregon.edu
- Christine Theodoropoulos, Architecture, etheodor@uoregon.edu
- Bart Johnson, Landscape Architecture, bartj@uoregon.edu
- Dave Hulse, Landscape Architecture, dhulse@uoregon.edu
- Deni Ruggeri, Landscape Architecture, druggeri@uoregon.edu
- Yizhao Yang, PPPM, yizhao@uoregon.edu
- Wu Hong, Landscape Architecture Ph.D. student, hwu2@uoregon.edu

Eugene Afternoon Meetings
- Denis Simon, Vice-Provost for International Affairs, denis@uoregon.edu
- Fred Tepfer, Campus Planning and Real Estate, ftepfer@uoregon.edu

Eugene Dinner
- Frances Bronet, AAA Dean, fbronet@uoregon.edu
- Yizhao Yang, PPPM, yizhao@uoregon.edu
- Ollin Timm, '10 student intern, owtimm@uoregon.edu
- Melissa Hansen, '10 student intern, melissa@melissadhansen.com
- Guillaume Lynn, '11 student intern, glynn@uoregon.edu
- Michael Belyayev, '11 student intern, mnbelyayev@gmail.com
- Brad Smith, '11 student intern, brads@uoregon.edu
- Yin Yu Architecture M.I.Arch. student translator, yuyin22@gmail.com